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Review of Molecular 
Testing Options 
in Metastatic 
Colorectal Cancer

At a recent Around the Practice program 
hosted by CancerNetwork®, experts dis-
cussed the use of molecular and genetic 

testing to better treat patients with metastatic 
colorectal cancer (CRC). The panel was led 
by Cathy Eng, MD, professor of medicine, 
coleader of the Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer 
Center Gastrointestinal Research Program, 
codirector of gastrointestinal oncology, 
and director of the Young Adults Program 
at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in 
Nashville, Tennessee. 

She was joined by Tanios S. Bekaii-Saab, 
MD, leader of the Gastrointestinal Cancer 
Program, medical director of the Cancer Clin-
ical Research Of� ce, vice chair and section 
chief for Medical Oncology in the Depart-
ment of Internal Medicine at the Mayo Clinic 
in Phoenix, Arizona; Kristen Ciombor, MD, 
MSCI, an associate professor of medicine 
in the Division of Hematology Oncology at 
Vanderbilt University Medical Center; and 
Jaclyn Hechtman, MD, a molecular gastro-
intestinal and genitourinary pathologist at 
Baptist Health South Florida in Miami. 

ENG: What is your view on molecular test-
ing for patients with metastatic CRC? 

HECHTMAN: [Molecular testing in meta-
static CRC] is for a very limited number of 
markers that the [National Comprehensive 
Cancer Network] recommends testing. For 
all patients with CRC, it’s recommended to 
do mismatch repair expression testing by IHC 
[immunohistochemistry] or microsatellite 
testing by [pathologic complete response] 
and next-generation sequencing [NGS] or 
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both. For patients with distant metasta-
ses, either at diagnosis or at some time 
after diagnosis, extended sequencing is 
required. [This includes] not just exon2, 
but exon3, and exon4 of KRAS and 
NRAS [mutations] as recommended. 
[Additionally] BRAF V600E and then 
HER2 either by immunohistochem-
istry [IHC] reflex, FISH [fluorescence 
in situ hybridization], or looking by 
next-generation sequencing [NGS] for 
copy variations as well as for patients 
with distant metastases NTRK1 through 
NTRK3 patient detection.

ENG: How do we encourage our com-
munity providers as well as our patients 
to be aware of the current actionable 
mutations that exist to help optimize 
their overall treatment?

HECHTMAN: It goes back to the meth-
ods we use, which are IHC, NGS, FISH, 
and [clinical whole genome] sequencing. 
When we do it with large-panel NGS, 
we [can] pick up a lot: microsatellite 
instability [MSI], [tumor mutational 
burden], all the mutation statuses, and 
NTRK fusions. Sometimes barriers [ex-
ist], and we’re not able to do NGS on 
every single case, but [NGS] does provide 
a more comprehensive look; it includes 
that rare scale of actionable biomarkers 
that we’re only going to see in a couple 
of patients, but [when that biomarker is 
present], we pick it up, and we give [that 
patient] a long time of symptom-free life. 

[Another strategy is] reflex testing. 
When a patient gets a diagnosis, instead 
of waiting for the clinician to test, we’re 
helping that patient not fall through the 
cracks by having a disease management 
team that says, "When we get this di-
agnosis, we run X, Y, and Z." Whether 
it’s PD-L1 [combined positive score], we 
send it through this panel [for testing]. 

ENG: What about circulating tumor 
DNA [ctDNA] and the use of tumor 
agnostic vs tumor-informed panels?

HECHTMAN: The use of ctDNA in solid 
tumors at this point is for early detection 
and minimal residual disease [MRD]  
detection. The use of ctDNA…is still 

in its infancy for colon cancers. [Some] 
trials have examined the utility of  
additional therapy if MRD is detected 
by ctDNA testing after curative intense 
surgery. If a patient is still ctDNA posi-
tive you [give them additional therapy], 
and if it’s still positive, we’ll go ahead and 
see if additional therapy for that patient 
would help. ctDNA may be also used to 
track biomarkers during targeted ther-
apy—[that is], trials in which they have 
looked to see if HER2 levels fluctuate 
and to see if ctDNA [responds to] HER2 
inhibition. [In my view, the use of ctDNA 
in solid tumors] is still in its infancy and 
is not standard of care yet. 

CIOMBOR: We’re anxious to use ctDNA, 
but we have to be cautious because 
the technology has some limitations. 
The DYNAMIC study was presented 
this year at ASCO [American Society 
of Clinical Oncology] with a recent  
update at [European Society for Medical 
Oncology].1 Our Japanese colleagues 
[also presented] the GALAXY observa-
tional cohort of CIRCULATE-Japan [at 
ASCO].2 What we know is that ctDNA, 
particularly as it stands for MRD, is very 
prognostic, so we know that the patients 
who do have positive ctDNA, particu-
larly after the completion of definitive 
therapy, do poorly; these are the patients 
we want to be able to treat differently. 
The problem is, we don’t know if our 
assays are sensitive enough yet; in some 
ways, and in some tumor stages and sites 
of recurrence, the sensitivity is lacking a 
bit. We need to know that if we utilize 
the ctDNA information we can impact 
patient outcomes, and that’s what we’re 
lacking right now. We have multiple  
ongoing studies that are very well de-
signed, and we need to wait for those 
results to know how to move this for-
ward as a standard of care.

BEKAII-SAAB: We have to separate 
the ctDNA that we typically associate 
with the utilization of molecular target 
therapies in the more advanced setting vs 
the MRD assessment in the earlier stages 
or even in all metastatic diseases. There 

has been a blurring of the lines in the 
discussion. Everything has been called 
ctDNA. I would encourage [clinicians] 
to go back to the discussion where 
ctDNA is essentially meant to be part of 
NGS or genomic assessment vs [its use 
in] assessing MRD or even [assessing] 
response. Those are not primed for use 
yet. Regarding ctDNA, it has become 
very useful in our practice. 

ENG: Can you highlight the phase 3 
PARADIGM trial [NCT02394795] 
presented at ASCO this year?3 

BEKAII-SAAB: The PARADIGM trial 
was a study that was large and powered 
enough to prospectively ask if EGFR 
inhibitors were preferred [to targeted 
therapy]. Specifically, in the study, pani-
tumumab [Vectibix] [was] preferred over 
bevacizumab [Avastin] [when combined 
with] FOLFOX-6 [leucovorin, folinic 
acid, fluorouracil, and oxaliplatin] in 
patients with left-sided RAS wild-type 
tumors [that] had a BRAF analysis. I 
would include HER2 amplifications as 
a potential exclusionary factor for these 
EGFR inhibitors on the left side. Inter-
estingly, we’re seeing the same trends 
in the study. There is a survival benefit 
for panitumumab vs bevacizumab. This 
becomes more apparent after a couple of 
years down the line. We want to [see] that 
the PFS [progression-free survival] hasn’t 
changed much between panitumumab 
and bevacizumab, [for panitumumab to 
be used]. 

Most patients still do not see a signifi-
cantly better benefit from panitumumab 
vs bevacizumab. [A] few end up driving 
the bottom of the curve rather than the 
top of the curve, and we still need to 
identify those patients. From a practical 
standpoint in the clinic, it tells us that if we 
have all the right elements in a left-sided 
tumor, [then] EGFR inhibitors should 
be considered in the first line. I would 
not get to the point where I would say, 
[patients need to reach a] the 100% [re-
sponse rate]. The reason is that for many 
of our younger and relatively younger 
patients—meaning 70 years or younger, 
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[approximately]—FOLFOXIRI [folinic 
acid, � uorouracil, oxaliplatin and irino-
tecan] may be an option. [FOLFOXIRI] 
is a preferred option, but it’s not the only 
option for left-sided tumors that are RAS
wild-type, BRAF wild-type, and, I would 
add also, HER2 nonampli� ed.

ENG: What percentage of patients are 
HER2 positive? 

CIOMBOR: HER2 amplification is 
becoming a very important marker in 
CRC. It is relatively uncommon, present 
in approximately 5%, although it is more 
enriched in the left-sided population. 
It’s important to look for this marker 
because not only is it a predictive marker 
for response to anti-HER2 therapy, but 
it’s also potentially a negative predic-
tive marker for response to anti-EGFR 
therapy. Dr Bekaii-Saab and colleagues 
presented a nice study looking at this 
association because we’ve always won-
dered, and we’ve seen anecdotally in 
our own experience, [whether] patients 
who get anti-EGFR therapy and are 
HER2-positive…maybe didn’t do quite 
as well.4

The study looked at this. In fact, it did 
a systematic review over the last 20 years 
looking at patients who had RAS wild-
type speci� cally, and that’s an important 
variable as well. These were patients 
who all received anti-EGFR therapy, 
either by itself or in combination with 
chemotherapy, who were also HER2 
positive. This was a big cohort, given 
the relative rarity of the biomarkers, 
with more than 600 patients. Most of 
them did have left-sided tumors, which 
is what we would expect because that’s 
typically what we see. In this systematic 
review and a meta-analysis as well, the 
odds of response to anti-EGFR therapy 
were almost 50% lower in the patients 
who were HER2 positive than in those 
who were HER2 negative. Those are 
important data that we need to get out 
into the community and among our col-
leagues as well: [anti-EGFR therapy] is 
not the way to go…in the patients who 
are HER2 positive. [Therefore, HER2

status is important] not only for selecting 
patients for anti-HER2 therapy, but also 
to make sure we don’t give ineffective 
therapy to patients with this biomarker.

ENG: What toxicities are observed with 
EGFR therapy?

CIOMBOR: The cost, the time, [and] the 
toxicity are all key, and we’re whittling 
away in terms of who bene� ts from 
anti-EGFR. [EGFR therapy] in com-
bination or as monotherapy, [is being 
learned about] more and more every day 
about who bene� ts and [with] what com-
bination. Understanding the pathways 
behind this sensitivity to anti-EGFR 
[therapy] and mechanisms of resistance 
are key.

ENG: Let’s review the results of 
the phase 2 DESTINY-CRC01 trial 
(NCT03384940).5

CIOMBOR: DESTINY-CRC01 was an 
open-label phase 2 study that has been 
presented and updated over the last 
couple of years, speci� cally for patients 
with HER2-expressing metastatic CRC. 
These patients all had to have RAS and 
BRAF V600E [mutations] and needed to 
have had several prior regimens of che-
motherapy. This differed from some of 
the other anti-HER2 studies, in that prior 
anti-HER2 therapy was allowed in this 
study. In DESTINY-CRC01, there were 
patients of all different positivity, with 
HER2 positivity included. There were 
3 different cohorts based on the IHC 
and FISH testing. The dose of fam-tras-
tuzumab deruxtecan-nxki [T-DXd; 
Enhertu] antibody-drug conjugate was 
a little bit higher, I believe, than what is 
typically given in breast cancer. 

The primary end point here was the 
objective response rate [ORR]. In the 
patients who are IHC3 positive or IHC2 
positive with FISH positivity; the ORR 
in this refractory population was about 
45%, and we did not see any con� rmed 
responses in the other 2 cohorts. We saw 
that the treatment duration in the cohort 
that responded best was about 5 months 
and had a good disease control rate of 
83%. If you didn’t hit that RECIST 

criteria for response, there were quite 
a few patients who had stable disease 
for a decent amount of time. That’s 
encouraging, especially when we think 
that about a third of patients had already 
received a different anti-HER2 therapy. 
[Those data go] into how I decide how 
to sequence. Overall, PFS was quite 
good, almost 7 months, with a median 
overall survival of 15 months, which is 
incredible in this refractory population. 
It highlights the need to know if your 
patients are HER2 ampli� ed and [that 
you have to] know what to do with 
that information. 

Overall, the toxicities were reasonable. 
Gastrointestinal toxicities were what we 
saw the most, which you might expect. 
In this study, we saw some interstitial 
lung disease, [which also resulted in] a 
couple of deaths; the time to the onset 
of these pneumonitis-type symptoms 
varied. Despite good treatment with ste-
roids, not everyone recovered from that. 
That’s a very important adverse effect 
to be aware of if you’re using T-DXd; it 
takes…understanding and recognition 
of [the possibility]. Lots of studies have 
been done with various regimens in the 
anti-HER2 space. Where I see T-DXd 
� tting in at the current time is after prior 
anti-HER2 therapy, [which] is what I 
do. However, we may learn more in the 
future about how we can [best] sequence 
these, given that we’re learning more and 
more about different regimens every day.

ENG: What advice can you offer 
clinicians who treat CRC, regarding 
molecular testing or sequencing?

CIOMBOR: We’ve seen a shift in the 
last 10 years. When we started doing 
molecular testing routinely, it was mostly 
for selection into clinical trials. In fact, I 
remember at that time saying, "Well, this 
patient may not be eligible for a clinical 
trial. Why should we send molecular 
testing?" It wasn’t actionable other than 
MSI and possibly [radioallergosorbent 
test] to some extent. Now, there has been 
a huge shift, because there are FDA-
approved therapies that we need to be 
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able to offer to our patients, and we 
need to know who is eligible for them. 
The [existence of] prognostic biomark-
ers…should change how you treat 
patients. My � nal point is that many of 
these options are now � rst-line options. 
It’s incredibly important that, as soon 
as the patient is diagnosed, we get this 
information. We have lots of ways to 
test these actionable biomarkers. Some 
are in-house, some are send-away, like 
NGS vs IHC. We have to have a good 
workflow and make sure patients 
are getting timely molecular testing, 
because it will impact all of their therapy 
throughout their whole disease course.

ENG: What are some unmet needs in 
this space?

BEKAII-SAAB: We need to continue to 
educate our colleagues and our patient 
advocacy groups about the importance 

of genetic testing and about the nuances 
of what [the results] mean. We have to 
continue educating our entire commu-
nity about some of the elements of our 
research that require con� rmation. We 
need to be a little bit more real-world-
friendly with our clinical trials. That 
includes being more � exible [in terms 
of treatment regimens], and it also 
means that we need to ensure that we 
have a population in our clinical trials 
that is re� ective of the diversity of our 
patient population. 
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The Genetics of Multiple 
Myeloma: Expert Perspectives

At an Around the Practice program 
hosted by CancerNetwork®, a 
panel of experts discussed the 

pathogenetic and cytogenetic charac-
teristics of multiple myeloma, as well as 
the prevalent testing paradigms in this 
space and possibilities for the future. The 
discussion was led by Joshua Richter, MD, 
an associate professor of medicine at the 
Tisch Cancer Institute and director of 
multiple myeloma at the Blavatnik Family 
Chelsea Medical Center at Mount Sinai 
in New York, New York.

Panelists included Karthik Ganapathi, 
MD, PhD, an associate professor of 
pathology in the Department of 
Laboratory Medicine and attending 
hematopathologist at the University of 
California, San Francisco; and Adrian 
M. Dubuc, PhD, an assistant professor 
of pathology and assistant director of the 
cytogenetics lab at Brigham & Women’s 
Hospital Center for Advanced Molecular 
Diagnostics at Harvard Medical School in 
Boston, Massachusetts.

Cytogenetic Testing
RICHTER: What test do you conduct in 
patients with a suspected diagnosis of 
multiple myeloma?

DUBUC: Cytogenetics remains crucial. It 
[provides] so much diagnostic and prog-
nostic information in many hematologic 
malignancies, including myeloma. 

There’s been a long history of using 
karyotype analysis: an unbiased ge-
nome-wide assessment of the patient’s 
karyotype [to determine] several struc-
tural variations that could occur across 

the genome. Traditional karyotypic 
analysis remains a poor way to detect 
abnormalities in myeloma. In many 
studies, fewer than 30% of patients have 
an abnormal karyotype. 

To enhance our ability to detect 
abnormalities, we try to stimulate 
myeloma cells with mitogens like IL-4. 
Typically, [these cells] sit in culture for 
4 to 5 days, 5 days being the standard. 
But even with those best practices devel-
oped and espoused by the American Col-
lege of Medical Genetics and Genomics, 
the detection rate remains poor. 

Therefore, we rely primarily on � uo-
rescence in situ hybridization [FISH] to 
con� rm or refute the presence of crucial 
pathognomonic aberrations. FISH is of-
ten coupled with plasma cell enrichment. 
It’s currently important to try to enrich 
the nuclei we score from myeloma cells, 
or from plasma cells in general. This 
increases the chance of detection. 

FISH and karyotyping—FISH in a 
plasma cell–enriched capacity—remain 
the primary modalities of cytogenetic 
study. There are emerging next-genera-
tion sequencing technologies, but they’re 
not presently used in the vast majority of 
clinical analyses we perform.

RICHTER: What are some of the 
typical cytogenetic alterations seen in 
patients with myeloma, and how do they 
contribute to pathogenesis? Which are 
considered primary events, and which 
are considered secondary?

GANAPATHI: Essentially all patients 
with multiple myeloma have precursor 
lesions, often referred to as monoclonal 
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gammopathy of undetermined signifi-
cance [MGUS], and a smoldering disease 
process before they become overtly 
symptomatic. Just like [with] other  
hematologic malignancies, we now know 
that multiple myeloma and other plasma 
cell neoplasms are associated with cer-
tain recurrent genetic abnormalities that 
drive the pathogenesis and biology of  
this disease. 

We can divide cytogenetic abnor-
malities in plasma cell neoplasms into 
2 categories: the early lesions—those 
genetic abnormalities which occur early 
in the MGUS or smoldering myeloma 
stage—and the secondary abnormalities 
that usually occur [later]. 

The early abnormalities in plasma cell 
myelomas can themselves be divided into 
2 subcategories. One is copy abnormali-
ties, usually called hyperdiploidy, which 
are increases in the odd-numbered chro-
mosomes in the myeloma clone, except 
chromosomes 13 and 17. These occur in 
about 40% of all patients [with myeloma]. 
The other subcategory, containing about 
55% to 60% of patients, comprises  
abnormalities involving rearrangements 
of the immunoglobulin heavy chain [IgH], 
which affect chromosome 14q32. There 
are 5 genes that are typically rearranged 
within the IgH: FGFR3 or MMSET, now 
referred to as NSD2, on chromosome 
4b of the gene cyclin B3; CC and B3 on 
chromosome 6b of the gene cyclin B1 
on chromosome 11q; the gene map on 
chromosome 16q; and the gene map B on 
chromosome 20q. These 5 are the classic 
genes that undergo rearrangements. 

Moving on, the secondary abnormal-
ities are often overlaid on a background 
of these primary abnormalities, and the 
more common include abnormalities of 
chromosome 1—specifically, a loss of the 
short arm of [chromosome] 1p and a gain 
of the long arm of chromosome 1q. That’s 
a common secondary abnormality. The  
2 other common [secondary] abnor-
malities are deletion of the long arm of 
chromosome 13—[a condition called] 
monosomy 13q—and 17p deletion. These 

secondary abnormalities often occur in 
the setting of primary abnormalities.

RICHTER: How do you approach con-
ventional karyotyping in FISH?

GANAPATHI: Interestingly, plasma cells 
are quite fragile and don’t survive well 
outside the body, unlike, say, leukemic 
blasts. We’re [therefore] at a disadvan-
tage when trying to grow these cells [in 
cultures]. As Dr Dubuc said, they need 
stimulants, and usually a few days to 
grow and divide, to reveal these cytogenic 
abnormalities. From a patient care point 
of view, the long wait time is not ideal. 

We often use FISH on nondividing cells 
to get a genetic snapshot much faster and 
thereby obtain a complete diagnostic  
report. [As] plasma cells do not survive 
well outside the body, examining a 
nonselected pool of bone marrow cells 
to perform FISH is not ideal. The [diag-
nostic] yield of plasma cells is often much 
lower than it would be in a bone marrow 
biopsy. The sensitivity of nonselected 
FISH testing is quite low in plasma cell 
myeloma, so to circumvent the low yield 
of plasma cells, we often use a technique 
where we enrich a few plasma cells from 
the bone marrow aspirate sample and 
then perform a FISH test. This enrichment 
significantly improves diagnostic yield.

RICHTER: Do physicians routinely or-
der cytogenetic testing for these patients  
in practice?

DUBUC: I use the term “cytogenetics” to 
mean any test that detects either numerical 
or structural aberrations of the genome. 
Cytogenetics is often associated with 
karyotyping, the predominant testing 
modality. At our practice here in Boston, 
almost all patients with a presumed or 
confirmed myeloma diagnosis undergo 
FISH-based testing. We perform a karyo-
type in very limited instances because it 
provides such a low yield of accurate and 
reliable abnormality detection. 

It’s important to note that a lack of  
detected abnormalities in karyo-
type-based analyses doesn’t mean there 
won’t be a result issued [to the patient]. It’s 
very common for patients with myeloma 

to return a normal result, which could 
very likely represent a false negative. 
That normal karyotype [could simply be] 
reflecting the non-neoplastic component 
of the specimen, and [therefore] isn’t an 
accurate depiction of the underlying 
cytogenetic abnormalities present in 
the specimen. Largely because of this 
trend, we rely on FISH-based studies to 
evaluate the totality of the aberrations 
we can detect. The challenge here is that 
we often use a limited number of plasma 
cells [that] we’re able to isolate through 
a plasma cell–enrichment process. We 
often use a tier-based methodology, in 
which we start [by examining] the high-
risk [epigenetic] markers, [specifically] 
chromosome 17p alterations affecting 
1p or 1q—the presence or absence of an 
IgH tier arrangement. Using those 3 tests 
as a tier-1 test, we can then gauge the 
need for additional operations. If there 
is evidence of an IgH tier arrangement, 
we can reflex more broadly to a panel of 
FISH-based tests to identify the specific 
IgH partner. In the absence of an IgH 
tier arrangement, that’s not necessary. 
We try to complete as comprehensive a 
FISH panel as possible, particularly for 
newly diagnosed patients because new 
diagnoses include all the high-risk mark-
ers as well as the presence or absence  
of all the identifiable IgH pre-arrange-
ment partners. 

GANAPATHI: Here at the UCSF, we 
perform conventional karyotyping in 
addition to FISH at diagnosis for myelo-
ma-specific abnormalities. One benefit 
of conventional karyotyping is that, in 
a small subset of patients with any class 
of neoplasms, they can have other [ad-
ditional] myeloid neoplasms, such as 
Nijmegen breakage syndrome, which can 
have some regular cytogenetic abnormal-
ities that are picked up by conventional 
karyotyping. [Conventional karyotyping] 
is certainly important in those patients. 
For a few, it may alter their subsequent 
management and therapy options.

RICHTER: When should clinicians  
repeat these tests, if ever?
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GANAPATHI: Clinicians like to have the 
complete picture at diagnosis, [before] 
mapping out potential treatment plans 
for these patients. We certainly would like 
to get a FISH [score] upon a diagnosis 
of myeloma, and [name] the disease [as 
such] so the labs will know what [they’re 
working with]. That’s our normal proto-
col. The way in which the diagnosis and 
disease [develop] will [determine whether 
we repeat tests].

RICHTER: What are the enrichment 
processes at your labs? How long does it 
typically take?

DUBUC: We have largely moved away 
from curative analysis. The yield for  
apparitions associated with plasma cells is 
low. It can be critical to identify secondary 
apparitions. Often, in unstimulated cura-
tive [environments], we set up multiple 
cultures with different mitogens to iden-
tify abnormalities in cell images, with the 
goal of protecting any apparitions present 
within the myeloma cells. 

When a bone marrow sample arrives 
at our lab, a technologist will take the 
specimen through a magnet feed–based 
selection process, ideally within 24 to 
48 hours. This is designed to identify or 
enrich cells that have CD138 expression. 
The timeframe is incredibly critical; it’s 
well established that plasma cells can un-
dergo CD138 shedding. A sample that sits 
over a weekend—or any length of time 
beyond 72 hours—will potentially have 
a decreased enrichment capacity. [Thus], 
a sample will ideally move through the 
lab as quickly as possible.

We select positively for those cells that 
are CD138-enriched. At that point, we 
drop them in as many wells as we can, 
inside which we can quickly profile them 
with FISH probes and look for those 
crucial abnormalities. The whole process 
might only take a few hours from the time 
of arrival to the time we drop cells and 
begin applying a FISH-based probe. The 
time frame depends partly on the specifics 
of the required incubation and on the 
various cycles of washing that occur. It’s 
a challenge to maximize both speed and 

efficacy [given] how many samples [tend 
to] arrive at the same time. [However], 
we’re very fortunate to have a large 
myeloma clinic here, [which allows] us 
to process in parallel. We have a single, 
dedicated group of technologists who 
undertake this process again and again 
to ensure efficient enrichments.

Past and Present Developments
RICHTER: What are some of the data 
supporting the use of plasma cell enrich-
ment to detect these genetic abnormalities  
in myeloma?

GANAPATHI: The fluorescence-acti-
vated and magnetic-activated cell sorting 
techniques exist to purify plasma cells. 
These have been studied for at least the 
last 13 years, and [data from] initial stud-
ies showed a significant improvement in 
abnormality detection in plasma cell 
myeloma [using these methods]. Most 
studies examined the percentage of 
plasma cells obtained pre-enrichment, 
or unenriched, vs post enrichment, and 
the data are staggering. You can have 
a 3- to 74-fold increase in plasma cell 
yield in enriched vs unenriched samples.1 
[Although] that number seems hardly be-
lievable, [the data are] fascinating. This is 
an orders of magnitude increase in yield 
using magnetic or flow sorting. The sen-
sitivity of FISH testing is approximately 
8% in unenriched plasma cell myeloma 
samples vs 72.5% in samples enriched 
for plasma cells. The detection rate of 
abnormal cytogenetics at diagnosis, 
which is such a key factor when issuing 
diagnoses, is many orders of magnitude 
better in the enriched sample. 

The evidence is stark: Plasma cell  
enrichment is the preferred way to detect 
abnormalities in myeloma. 

When testing follow-up samples, the 
plasma cell burden is often not very high. 
At diagnosis, a sample from a patient 
can comprise 60% to 70% plasma cells, 
which makes both the enrichment and the 
acquisition of positive results straight-
forward. Follow-up samples meanwhile 
might comprise less than 5% plasma cells. 

Even on the diagnostic bone marrow  
specimens I examine as a hemopatholo-
gist, my limited detection methods may 
not be enough to find the residual disease. 

On the other hand, if you perform mag-
netic sorting or flow cytometry–based 
sorting and FISH on these specimens, 
which morphologically appear to be 
negative marrows, you can successfully 
pick out clones, whether they be existing 
clones or new abnormalities. So these 
tests can work in both settings, both at 
diagnosis and in follow-up specimens.

DUBUC: It’s also important to note  
2 other variables [that affect] the sen-
sitivity of FISH-based testing. Firstly, 
individual cytogenetic and diagnostic 
laboratories will establish their own cut-
offs for positivity vs negativity for each 
of the probes used across every disease, 
including myeloma. FISH can often detect 
abnormalities only at the level of 1% or 
greater. The capacity of FISH to detect 
those abnormalities in the absence of 
enrichment is incredibly poor. So again, 
enriching the population [helps ensure] 
the vast majority of the nuclei we evaluate 
are representative of the specific cell type 
that gives rise to this disease. Enrichment 
helps us more accurately detect the pres-
ence or absence of abnormalities.

RICHTER: What are some of the key 
barriers to the widespread adoption of 
these practices?

DUBUC: Historically, [many facilities 
have faced persistent] challenges trying 
to increase clinical nuance by offering 
the totality of the tests they feel are im-
portant. Currently, from a community 
perspective, it’s critical for us to refuse to 
accept substandard results. We have to 
push ourselves as diagnosticians to ensure 
we’re offering the highest-quality results. 
Part of this requires accurate verifications 
of the types of atlases we perform. 

Another barrier to some groups, 
including our own, has been [overcome 
by] working alongside our colleagues in 
pathology and oncology to ensure we 
receive [timely] specimens to perform 
accurate validation studies. This way, 
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we can offer standard-of-care testing 
and also continually improve [our tools 
and methods]. For example, if we can’t 
perform enrichment, what are the steps 
to [circumvent] that problem? 

Ideally, we can use samples to vali-
date the effectiveness not only of the 
enrichment itself [but of our ability to] 
consistently achieve enrichment, and [at 
the same time] maintain the capacity to 
return FISH results which are, in some 
ways, in line with parallel studies. This 
can be challenging for some based on the 
volume of myeloma samples they receive. 
Fortunately, among the cytogenetics 
community, there’s a very collegial atti-
tude toward sharing best practices. [We 
try to] learn from the success and failures 
of others and use them to design the most 
efficient and effective validation studies 
possible. [We do all of this] to ensure we 
can issue timely, accurate results to our 
clinical colleagues.

GANAPATHI: Additionally, it’s critical 
for smaller hospitals, which might not 
have the bandwidth or patient volume 
to sustain a fresh myeloma [specimen], 
to send patient samples to reference labs 
to get testing done with haste. Unlike in 
lymphoma, in which genetic tests can be 
performed retrospectively on older sam-
ples, testing must be performed on fresh 
samples in myeloma, and bone marrow 
specimens are the freshest. Clinicians 
must do this when the [normal] proce-
dures are finished. You’ll miss that [small] 
window of opportunity [otherwise].

Future Directions
RICHTER: How might we use cytogenetics 
to further classify myeloma into more 
than just a single disease?

GANAPATHI: The new International 
Consensus Classification follows up 
on the old World Health Organization 
classification, which divided multiple  
myeloma into distinct genetic subcate-
gories [based on the] common cytoge-
netic abnormalities [such as]: multiple 
myeloma with hyperdiploidy; multiple 
myeloma with cyclin D1 rearrangement, 

including of cyclin D1/11q and cyclin 
D1/11p; multiple myeloma with NSD2 
translocation, which is the multiple  
myeloma SET domain [MMSET] FGFR3 
aberration; and multiple myeloma with 
MAF gene rearrangements.2 These 
subcategories are baked into the new 
myeloma classification. 

From a genetic standpoint, myeloma 
classification is moving to where AML 
classification was 15 or 20 years ago 
when genetic rearrangements became 
independent subcategories. This is 
going to drive reclassification of this 
disease and allow more personalized 
therapy. These [subcategories] will also 
open patients to potential trials of the 
new therapeutics we can offer.

DUBUC: As a cytogeneticist, hearing 
that so many things in this disease are 
increasingly reliant on our ability [to 
determine the] cytogenetics puts a smile 
on my face. We’ve seen this evolution 
manifest in other disease types, and it’s 
nice to see it in myeloma.

RICHTER: Are there any other devel-
opments on the horizon?

DUBUC: I can see 2 immediate paths 
[for improvement] moving forward. 
One is to ensure we consistently achieve 
the appropriate diagnosis using a com-
bination of [plasma cell] enrichment 
and accurate assessment of the critical 
[cytogenetic] aberrations. [The other is 
that] we know there are certain types 
of genetic alterations that can result 
in false-negative FISH results, so we 
must continue to push forward, using 
molecular tools and novel algorithms, 
[for example], to further dissect these 
diseases and better understand their 
clinical heterogeneity. 

There’s still so much more to learn, 
and [although] there’s an incredible 
benefit to rapid and targeted testing 
with FISH, we lose some capacity to 
appreciate the genome-wide structure 
and nature that can occur [in the pro-
cess]. There’s still considerable work to 
be done in understanding the additional 
genomic alterations that occur.

Final Thoughts
GANAPATHI: We’ve seen incredible  
advancements in myeloma diagnostics. 
Official classification of myeloma based 
on lycorine cytogenetic abnormalities 
will be the platform upon which all pro-
spective trials will be designed, which 
will be the springboard to examining 
future molecular aberrations in GS-based  
mutation analysis. This is where the AML 
and the lymphoma worlds have led us. 
Myeloma is well on the way, from a 
pathological and diagnostic standpoint, 
toward more accurate subclassifica-
tion, [allowing] tailored therapeutics  
and prognostics.

DUBUC: There’s so much value in these 
kinds of conversations. Bringing together 
the worlds of oncology, pathology, and 
genomics [is always beneficial]. In having 
these conversations, we can accurately 
assess where we are and where we need 
to go. 

RICHTER: Here are my 2 cents. It has 
been demonstrated from a clinical stand-
point that patients who are evaluated at 
an academic myeloma center like any 
of ours at least once will experience 
better outcomes than those whose care 
is carried out solely within a community 
setting. Your bone marrow is important 
[enough] to demand those second opin-
ions and [improved] care. Of course, 
the day-to-day chemotherapy can be 
administered in a community setting with 
perfect expertise, but it’s clear that bone 
marrow [samples] should be evaluated 
in high-level labs [for maximal efficacy], 
at least for now. 

It’s necessary for all of us to collabo-
rate when plotting the optimal course of 
treatment for patients. 
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The Use of Sacituzumab 
Govitecan in Triple-Negative 
Breast Cancer 

Sacituzumab govitecan-hziy (Trodelvy) 
has been a recent topic of conver-
sation in the breast cancer space 

after updates showed positive results in 
terms of survival. Speci� cally, the phase 
3 ASCENT trial (NCT02574455), which 
assessed sacituzumab vs chemotherapy 
or the standard of care (SOC), produced 
encouraging results.1

A discussion during a Between the Lines
program hosted by CancerNetwork®, 
experts in breast cancer discussed the 
ASCENT trial in depth, and the use of sac-
ituzumab for patients with triple-negative 
breast cancer (TNBC). 

The clinicians included Aditya Bardia, 
MD, MPH, a medical oncologist from Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital in Boston, and 
Alison K. Conlin, MD, a medical oncologist 
from Providence Cancer Institute in Port-
land, Oregon. Bardia and Conlin reviewed 
the trial results and discussed how they 
affect future research. 

Overview of TNBC
To begin the conversation, Bardia asked his 
colleague to highlight the standard of care 
for patients with TNBC and how providers 
should go about treating this population. 
Conlin noted that patients who have meta-
static disease are some of the hardest to treat. 
Speci� cally, she said, because these patients 
typically do not live longer than 1 to 2 years. 

When asked about the typical treatment 
for metastatic TNBC, Conlin explained 
that clinicians will use a regimen with a 
backbone of taxane and anthracyclines. 

“If we can, and there’s enough of a 

disease-free survival interval, we’re starting 
with a taxane [therapy],” she said. “If not, 
gemcitabine and carboplatin have been [the] 
typical combination chemotherapy we’ve 
used. With the advent of immunotherapy, 
we are looking for our immunotherapy-sen-
sitive patients, although again that’s not the 
majority of patients, so we’re hoping we � nd 
some sort of home run with that.”

Bardia acknowledged that he too follows 
this regimen. However, patients who have 
PD-L1–positive metastatic TNBC will 
respond for about 4 to 6 months and then 
have disease progression. Conlin agreed, 
which spurred the next part of the discus-
sion regarding the targeting of Trop-2 in 
breast cancer. 

Although other therapies have been 
considered, such as chemotherapy and 
paclitaxel, signi� cant toxicities have been 
observed with these treatments. Recently, 
the use of antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) 
has exploded, and these agents help target 
an overexpression of cancer cells. Trop-2 is 
often overexpressed in patients with TNBC 
and hormone receptor–positive cancers, 
and as a result, ADCs are being used to 
target Trop-2. 

One of the ADCs includes sacituzumab 
govitecan. Regarding the recently reported 
results of the ASCENT trial, Bardia noted 
that patients treated with sacituzumab had 
better outcomes than those who received 
the SOC. 

ASCENT trial
The ASCENT trial comprised 529 patients 
(median age, 54 years) with TNBC who were 
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randomly assigned 1:1 to receive either 
sacituzumab or SOC chemotherapy. At 
baseline, 61 patients had brain metastases. 
A total of 32 patients who were supposed 
to receive SOC did not receive it (n = 26) 
or withdrew their consent (n = 6). At data 
cutoff, 15 patients continued to receive 
sacituzumab, and 0 received the SOC. 

The median follow-up was 17.7 
months and the median progression-free 
survival (PFS), which was determined 
by central review, was 5.6 months (95% 
CI, 4.3-6.3) in the sacituzumab arm vs  
1.7 months (95% CI, 1.5-2.6) in the 
SOC arm (HR, 0.41; 95% CI, 0.32-0.52;  
P < .001). The PFS benefit was observed 
across all subgroups. Patients had a 
median overall survival of 12.1 months 
(95% CI, 10.7-14.0) in the sacituzumab 
arm and 6.7 months (95% CI, 5.8-7.7) in 
the SOC arm (HR, 0.48; 95% CI, 0.38-
0.59; P < .001). 

In the sacituzumab arm, the objective 
response rate was 35% vs 5% in the SOC 
arm. Patients had a median duration of 
response of 6.3 months (95% CI, 5.5-9.0) 
in the sacituzumab arm and 3.6 months 
(95% CI, 2.8-not estimated) in the SOC 
arm (HR, 0.39; 95% CI, 0.14-1.07).  
Between both arms, patients had a median 
time to response of 1.5 months. 

The most common treatment-related 
adverse effects (TRAEs) between the saci-
tuzumab arm and the SOC arm were neu-
tropenia (63% vs 43%), diarrhea (59% 
vs 12%), and nausea (57% vs 26%). 
The most frequent TRAEs of grade 3 or 
higher were neutropenia (51% vs 33%, 
respectively), leukopenia (10% vs 5%), 
and diarrhea (10% vs < 1%). Serious 
TRAEs occurred in 15% of patients in 
the sacituzumab arm vs 8% in the SOC 
arm, with dose reductions happening in 
22% vs 26% of patients, respectively. 
Treatment discontinuation occurred in 
5% in both arms. 

Based on the results of this trial, the 
FDA granted regular approval to sac-
ituzumab govitecan in April 2021 for 
patients with TNBC.2 

In reference to the AEs observed, 

the rates of diarrhea and nausea were 
relatively low grade when sacituzumab 
was given compared with those of other 
agents, noted Conlin. She asked Bardia 
to further explain the recent data relating 
to the research of Trop-2 expression on 
the tumor. 

Bardia outlined 3 broad themes that 
were uncovered during this research. 
The first is that Trop-2 expression was 
correlated with response rates when  
patients received sacituzumab, specifically 
looking at PFS rates between high and low  
Trop-2 expression. 

Second, clinicians looked at the 
UGT1A1 gene because sacituzumab has 
SN-38 and is metabolized by the gene. 
They were curious to see whether AEs 
were correlated in patients who could 
not metabolize treatment well. Lastly, 
subgroup analyses were undertaken in 
patients older or younger than 65 years 
who had BRCA mutations or wild-type 
disease or who were originally estrogen 
receptor–positive but now had TNBC. A 
higher benefit was observed in ASCENT 
study participants when sacituzumab was 
given vs chemotherapy. 

Conlin agreed with Bardia that Trop-2 
is not a current SOC but may be in the 
future. She also pointed out that the sub-
group included patients who had brain 
metastases, as that is often something 
they see in patients with TNBC. “Patients 
were included not as part of the primary 
end point, but there was a proportion 
of patients who had treated stable  
brain metastases.” 

Patients in the subgroup also benefited 
from sacituzumab govitecan over other 
choices of chemotherapy. 

“We’re considering our patients with 
brain metastases [as having] a very high 
unmet need and we do need more work 
on those patients with active progressing 
TNBC in the brain. [But] for now, we 
can feel good that if we locally treat our 
patients with TNBC that have brain 
metastases, this is still a great option for 
them to control the rest of their systemic 
disease,” Conlin said. 

Looking Toward the Future
Both clinicians pondered what would be 
next for sacituzumab govitecan. Bardia 
discussed the phase 3 TROPiCS-02 trial 
(NCT03901339), which evaluated sacitu-
zumab vs physician’s choice chemotherapy 
in patients with hormone receptor–positive 
or HER2-negative metastatic breast 
cancer.3 This study was designed to use 
sacituzumab as a third- or fourth-line 
therapy. Recent updated overall survival 
results of 14.4 months in the sacituzumab 
arm vs 11.2 months in the chemotherapy 
arm (HR, 0.79; 95% CI, 0.65-0.96; P = 
.02) showed a 3.2-month improvement 
in survival and a 21% reduction in the 
risk of death.4 The FDA has granted 
priority review to sacituzumab in this 
combination, with an expected decision in  
February 2023.5 

In addition, Conlin added that the 
group of patients who need treatment are 
those who have not achieved a pathologic 
complete response. In the coming years, 
she said she hopes to see earlier-line 
treatment in combination with immuno-
therapy. A current unmet need in the space 
includes needing to find a way to better 
treat patients who have early-stage dis-
ease, specifically finding a way to reduce 
the use of quadruplet regimens. 
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